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Use of Trans-Mix system from Brinkmann in the German/French border region

Trans Mix occupies market niches
Metz/Aichtal, December 2013 – Cramped construction sites, time restrictions and high
quality requirements are the best prerequisites for using a Trans-Mix system from the
Putzmeister brand Brinkmann. The advantages of the screed conveying, mixing and
delivery systems were clearly demonstrated in Metz. The French company Europa
Chape recently invested in the Trans Mix and is already reaping the rewards.

Europa Chape is based in Thionville, France, specializes in self levelling floor screed and
traditional screed, and mainly operates in the German/French border region. Not an easy
task considering that access to construction sites in the inner cities is extremely restricted
due to the small, narrow streets. There is hardly any space to store materials and the
construction sites usually have to be left spotlessly clean. The company invested in the Trans
Mix conveying, mixing and delivery system from Brinkmann because of these challenging
conditions.
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Brinkmann area manager Klaus Bahles reported that the new acquisition has already paid off
in a series of challenging applications such as the renovation of a large shopping arcade in
Metz, for example. Covering around 8,000 m2, the floor of the "Centre Saint Jacques" had to
be removed and re-laid. However, it was only possible to start the construction work at the
close of business and the area around the site had to be kept clean. The location inside a
pedestrian zone made the situation even more problematic. The screed layer was also
required to verify and log the recipe. Europa Chape was able to complete a job beyond the
capability of many suppliers to the full satisfaction of the customer using the Trans-Mix
system.

Short set-up times, minimal space requirements, cleanliness on the construction site and
fewer personnel were the main factors in enabling the amortization of the investment within a
very short time. An additional bonus: Europa Chape is now receiving orders that were not
economically viable in the past.
About the Trans-Mix system
The Trans Mix is a fully automatic conveying, mixing and delivery system for the economical,
space-saving and clean preparation of different types of certified screed. A mixer drum
combined with an auger pump for manufacturing and conveying fluid materials or a mixing
and delivery drum for earth moist screed or ballast is mounted at the rear end of the Trans
Mix, depending on the application.

The screed is mixed on site using a computer-controlled system. A maximum of eight recipes
can be stored, processed automatically and then logged. As a result of these consistent
production processes, the Trans Mix manufactures extremely cost-efficient screed of the
highest quality. It is no longer necessary to spend time setting up the construction site and no
residual material or packaging waste is generated.
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Depending on requirements, the individual components of the Trans-Mix system
are assembled with extreme flexibility. If required by the customer, the chamber
can be divided into a maximum of four compartments for the different materials
and aggregates, and is available in a semi-trailer or 4-axis design.
About the Putzmeister Group
The Putzmeister Group develops and produces machinery of high technological
quality in the fields of concrete conveying, truck-mounted concrete pumps,
stationary concrete pumps, placing booms and accessories, plant technology,
conveying viscous industrial materials through pipes, concrete placement and
transporting excavated material from tunnels and below ground, mortar
machines, plastering machines, screed conveying, injection and specialist
applications. Market segments include the construction industry, mining and
tunneling, large industrial projects, power plants and sewage treatment plants, as
well as waste incineration plants, all over the world.
The company is based in Aichtal. With approximately 3,000 employees, the company
achieved a turnover of roughly 680 million euro in the past financial year.

